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I- Double Slit Experiment  

- We know from the double Slit Experiment (Young Experiment), that 2 

light beams may get coherence together, and the result will be bright and 

dark fringes  

- that tells us there are 2 different types of light beams, the original light 

and the bright fringe   

- The bright fringes thickness decreases regularly from the middle one to 

both sides (i.e. the bright fringe greatest thickness in the middle one- 

figure No. 2)  
 

II- The Main Hypothesis  

The Matter Is The Bright Fringe Produced By Light Beams Coherence 
 

This hypothesis I explained its mechanism in my paper "The Earth moves with light 

velocity relative to the sun" (http://vixra.org/abs/1709.0331) 
 

III- The Theory  

If The matter is the Bright Fringe we would conclude the following: 

- The Matter should be changing with time because the matter (bright 

fringe) is produced based on light coherence process, which is 

interactive changing process continuously (so this hypothesis explains 

the observed matter change feature)  

- The Matter is the Bright Fringe means our bodies are also the Bright 

fringes, means our bodies are produced from light beams coherence, that 

explains the continuous change  

- Our bodies are made based on specific light beams coherence, that 

means we can't discover any other kind of light beams because our body 

is connected only with this specific light   

- So we can't realize the original light beams because our bodies made of 

the bright fringes  
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- That means for us the maximum light velocity is C because we can't 

realize the light higher velocity, where our body connected us just with 

the bright fringes (Bright fringe is a Light Beam with C velocity)  

- The previous explanation tells us why we can't understand the solar 

system Geometry clearly, because Not all data is available before us 

where many data is absent from us because we are limited to the bright 

fringe from which our bodies are created. so we can't reach the whole 

system easily because parts of this system are higher than our capacities 

of observation (higher than the 5 senses)  

    

IV- The Theory Proves  

- The Solar Planets Distribution corresponds to The Bright Fringes  

o Jupiter the Most Great Planet (Fringe) is found in the Middle  

o Both Ends have the smallest planets (Mercury and Pluto)  

o The Planets volumes and Masses decrease regularly at both sides 

from Jupiter  

▪ Saturn / Mars (exceptional) 

▪ Uranus / Earth  

▪ Neptune / Venus  

▪ Pluto / Mercury  

▪ Only One Exception is Mars   

Mars Discussion is in my Paper (Solar Planets Order disproves the Gravity 

Theory) http://vixra.org/abs/1801.0114 
 

V- The Theory Results  

- The previous theory explains why the particle behaves as particle and 

wave (Duality of nature), as following  

o There are more than 2 frames in the solar group, one frame 

moves with c velocity difference with my velocity and the other 

moves with my velocity … So, when the particle moves in the 

first frame I'll see it as a wave (light) but when he moves in the 

second frame I'll see it as matter, so this theory explains the 

duality of nature The details in my paper  

Particle Double Nature Reason  

http://vixra.org/abs/1712.0398 
 

So… Why The Light Velocity Is The Highest In The Universe?  

Because our bodies (Matters = Bright Fringes) are created from the 

Light beams coherence, So our bodies are connected with this 

specific light beams from which were created, so any other light 

beams (for example the original light beam) we can't discover it by 

our 5 senses because we connected to the bright fringes only  

So,  

Even if there's light higher velocity, we can't discover it  
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The next question is  

What's the velocity of the original light Beam? If the bright fringe 

velocity is C!  

This question should be answered with the Earth motion in the next 

paper…  

 
This Paper is a summary of  

Special Relativity Hypothesis Reason (Matter Creation Theory)  

http://vixra.org/abs/1801.0343 
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